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Check out what women from around the
world are saying about this revolutionary,
new breast form:
“The best product I have ever tried!”
“I went on a cruise and never took it off.”
“It feels secure when I wear it inside or outside
the pocket of my bra.”
“I finally feel great about myself…”
So, what are you waiting for?
Contact your Trulife Fitter today to
find out how Impressions will make
a lasting one on you.

For more information on Impressions, visit:

www.trulife.com

Because first Impressions matter

Impressions
Do you desire a breast form that
•
•
•
•
•

actually looks and feels natural
is truly lightweight,
does not restrict your active lifestyle,
breathes to keep you cooler, and
fits intimately and securely in the bra?

Then, Impressions is the perfect
choice for you!
• The Impressions’ natural friction prevents
shifting during wear, with no more readjusting
• Their design allows wear directly against the
skin for the most intimate fit
• Made with 100% silicone, they will never leak
• The Impressions and Impressions II hold
their shape when fitted, yet are still very
supple to pass the hug test

The NEW Impressions II combines the
best features of the Impressions breast
form with these enhancements:
• Features a shallower profile based on the
world’s #1 selling breast form, Trulife’s
471 Silk Triangle
• Made of 100% pure silicone, the Impressions II
has a smoother, silkier surface
• New finely tapered edges provide an intimate
and seamless fit. Bra straps can be loosened,
and no gaping!
• Improved lightweight honeycomb design for
enhanced durability and breathability

Impressions and Impressions II are the
most natural, lightest, and softest breast
forms ever created, making them the greatest
evolution in the history of Breastcare.

The most natural look
and feel imaginable

Natural contours
provide an intimate fit

Integrated nipple and
areola enhances and
restores femininity

Honeycomb core ensures
optimum breathability

Natural: The unique blend of pure silicone used in Impressions
provides the softest and smoothest feel imaginable.
Lightweight: As the lightest breast form available,
Impressions are perfectly balanced to suit every lifestyle.
Comfort: The 3D proﬁle of Impressions contours perfectly in
the bra and moulds beautifully to each individual.

Are you ready to make
memorable Impressions

